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A. Supporting tables for the literature review
The following Tables A1 to A5 provide detailed insights on the literature surveyed for each of the
forecasting applications used in Section 2. For each reviewed study we list the target variable, data
source, identified best model and benchmarks used. Studies with distinct datasets have been split
into multiple lines. The column type names the internet platform and the column measure indicates
the nature of the data, e.g. volume or sentiment information. We also report the data frequency,
number of series, maximum lag the user generated information variable is incorporated and forecast
horizon. The last column reports the relative maximum error reduction achieved, compared to the
best performing benchmark without any. All forecasting model abbreviations are listed in Table A6.
∗Correspondance: O Schaer, Department of Management Science, Lancaster University Management School, Lan-
caster, Lancashire, LA1 4YX, UK. Tel.: +44 1524 592911
Email addresses: o.schaer@lancaster.ac.uk (Oliver Schaer), n.kourentzes@lancaster.ac.uk (Nikolaos
Kourentzes), r.fildes@lancaster.ac.uk (Robert Fildes)






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































ADL Autoregressive Distributed Lag
AR Autoregressive
ARFIMA AR Fractional Integrated Moving Average
ARIMA AR Integrated Moving Average
BH Buy and Hold strategy
BMA Bayesian Model Averaging
BSTS Bayesian Structural Time Series
BVAR Bayesian VAR
DLM Dynamic Linear Model
DW Dieci and Westerhoff Model
ELM Extreme Learning Machine
ESC Empirical Similarity Concept
IAC Housing a la Iacoviello
GARCH Generalised AR Conditional Heteroskedasticity
GB Gradient Boosting




LSTAR Logistic Smooth Transition AR
MA Moving Average
MSDR Markov Switching Dynamic Regression
NN Neural Network
PELM Parallel co-evolutionary ELM
RF Random Forest
RW Random Walk
SETAR Self-Exciting Threshold AR
SUR Seemingly Unrelated Regression
SVM Support Vector Machine
VAR Vector AR
VECM Vector Error Correction Model
VHAR Vector Heterogeneous AR
7
